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Abstract Data integration has been an important area of research for several years.
However, such systems suffer from one of the main drawbacks of database systems:
the need to invest significant modeling effort upfront. Dataspace Support Platforms
(DSSP) envision a system that offers useful services on its data without any setup
effort, and improve with time in a pay-as-you-go fashion. Weargue that in order to
support DSSPs, the system needs to model uncertainty at its core. We describe the
concepts of probabilistic mediated schemas and probabilistic mappings as enabling
concepts for DSSPs.

1 Introduction

Data integration and exchange systems offer a uniform interface to a multitude of
data sources and the ability to share data across multiple systems. These systems
have recently enjoyed significant research and commercial success (Halevy et al,
2005, 2006b). Current data integration systems are essentially a natural extension
of traditional database systems in that queries are specified in a structured form
and data are modeled in one of the traditional data models (relational, XML). In
addition, the data integration system has exact knowledge of how the data in the
sources map to the schema used by the data integration system.

In this chapter we argue that as the scope of data integrationapplications broad-
ens, such systems need to be able to model uncertainty at their core. Uncertainty can
arise for multiple reasons in data integration. First, the semantic mappings between
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the data sources and the mediated schema may be approximate.For example, in
an application like Google Base (GoogleBase, 2005) that enables anyone to upload
structured data, or when mapping millions of sources on the deep web (Madha-
van et al, 2007), we cannot imagine specifying exact mappings. In some domains
(e.g., bioinformatics), we do not necessarily know what theexact mapping is. Sec-
ond, data are often extracted from unstructured sources using information extrac-
tion techniques. Since these techniques are approximate, the data obtained from the
sources may be uncertain. Third, if the intended users of theapplication are not
necessarily familiar with schemata, or if the domain of the system is too broad to
offer form-based query interfaces (such as web forms), we need to support key-
word queries. Hence, another source of uncertainty is the transformation between
keyword queries and a set of candidate structured queries. Finally, if the scope of
the domain is very broad, there can even be uncertainty aboutthe concepts in the
mediated schema.

Another reason for data integration systems to model uncertainty is to support
pay-as-you-gointegration. Dataspace Support Platforms (Halevy et al, 2006a) envi-
sion data integration systems where sources are added with no effort and the system
is constantly evolving in a pay-as-you-go fashion to improve the quality of semantic
mappings and query answering. This means that as the system evolves, there will
be uncertainty about the semantic mappings to its sources, its mediated schema and
even the semantics of the queries posed to it.

This chapter describes some of the formal foundations for data integration with
uncertainty. We define probabilistic schema mappings and probabilistic mediated
schemas, and show how to answer queries in their presence. With these foundations,
we show that it is possible to completely automatically bootstrap a pay-as-you-go
integration system.

This chapter is largely based on previous papers (Dong et al,2007; Sarma et al,
2008). The proofs of the theorems we state and the experimental results validat-
ing some of our claims can be found in there. We also place several other works
on uncertainty in data integration in the context of the system we envision. In the
next section, we begin by describing an architecture for data integration system that
incorporates uncertainty.

2 Overview of the System

This section describes the requirements from a data integration system that supports
uncertainty and the overall architecture of the system.

2.1 Uncertainty in data integration

A data integration system needs to handle uncertainty at four levels.
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Uncertain mediated schema:The mediated schema is the set of schema terms in
which queries are posed. They do not necessarily cover all the attributes appear-
ing in any of the sources, but rather the aspects of the domainthat the application
builder wishes to expose to the users. Uncertainty in the mediated schema can arise
for several reasons. First, as we describe in Section 4, if the mediated schema is
automatically inferred from the data sources in a pay-as-you-go integration system,
there will be some uncertainty about the results. Second, when domains get broad,
there will be some uncertainty about how to model the domain.For example, if we
model all the topics in Computer Science there will be some uncertainty about the
degree of overlap between different topics.

Uncertain schema mappings:Data integration systems rely on schema mappings
for specifying the semantic relationships between the datain the sources and the
terms used in the mediated schema. However, schema mappingscan be inaccurate.
In many applications it is impossible to create and maintainprecise mappings be-
tween data sources. This can be because the users are not skilled enough to provide
precise mappings, such as in personal information management (Dong and Halevy,
2005), because people do not understand the domain well and thus do not even
know what correct mappings are, such as in bioinformatics, or because the scale
of the data prevents generating and maintaining precise mappings, such as in inte-
grating data of the web scale (Madhavan et al, 2007). Hence, in practice, schema
mappings are often generated by semi-automatic tools and not necessarily verified
by domain experts.

Uncertain data: By nature, data integration systems need to handle uncertain data.
One reason for uncertainty is that data are often extracted from unstructured or semi-
structured sources by automatic methods (e.g., HTML pages,emails, blogs). A sec-
ond reason is that data may come from sources that are unreliable or not up to date.
For example, in enterprise settings, it is common for informational data such as gen-
der, racial, and income level to be dirty or missing, even when the transactional data
is precise.

Uncertain queries: In some data integration applications, especially on the web,
queries will be posed as keywords rather than as structured queries against a well
defined schema. The system needs to translate these queries into some structured
form so they can be reformulated with respect to the data sources. At this step, the
system may generate multiple candidate structured queriesand have some uncer-
tainty about which is the real intent of the user.

2.2 System architecture

Given the previously discussed requirements, we describe the architecture of a data
integration system we envision that manages uncertainty atits core. We describe the
system by contrasting it to a traditional data integration system.
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Fig. 1 Architecture of a data-integration system that handles uncertainty.

The first and most fundamental characteristic of this systemis that it is based on
a probabilistic data model. This means that we attach probabilities to:

• tuples that we process in the system,
• schema mappings,
• mediated schemas, and
• possible interpretations of keyword queries posed to the system.

In contrast, a traditional data integration system includes a single mediated schema
and a single (and supposed to be correct) schema mapping between the mediated
schema and each source. The data in the sources is also assumed to be correct.

Traditional data integration systems assume that the queryis posed in a struc-
tured fashion (i.e., can be translated to some subset of SQL). Here, we assume that
queries can be posed as keywords (to accommodate a much broader class of users
and applications). Hence, whereas traditional data integration systems begin by re-
formulating a query onto the schemas of the data sources, a data integration system
with uncertainty needs to first reformulate a keyword query into a set of candidate
structured queries. We refer to this step askeyword reformulation. Note that key-
word reformulation is different from techniques for keyword search on structured
data (e.g., (Hristidis and Papakonstantinou, 2002; Agrawal et al, 2002)) in that (a)
it does not assume access to all the data in the sources or thatthe sources support
keyword search, and (b) it tries to distinguish different structural elements in the
query in order to pose more precise queries to the sources (e.g., realizing that in the
keyword query “Chicago weather”, “weather” is an attributelabel and “Chicago”
is an instance name). That being said, keyword reformulation should benefit from
techniques that support answering keyword search on structured data.

The query answering model is different. Instead of necessarily finding all an-
swers to a given query, our goal is typically to find the top-k answers, and rank
these answers most effectively.

The final difference from traditional data integration systems is that our query
processing will need to be more adaptive than usual. Insteadof generating a query
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answering plan and executing it, the steps we take in query processing will depend
on results of previous steps. We note that adaptive query processing has been dis-
cussed quite a bit in data integration (, Ed.), where the needfor adaptivity arises from
the fact that data sources did not answer as quickly as expected or that we did not
have accurate statistics about their contents to properly order our operations. In our
work, however, the goal for adaptivity is to get the answers with high probabilities
faster.

The architecture of the system is shown in Figure 1. The system contains a num-
ber of data sources and a mediated schema (we omit probabilistic mediated schemas
from this figure). When the user poses a queryQ, which can be either a structured
query on the mediated schema or a keyword query, the system returns a set of answer
tuples, each with a probability. IfQ is a keyword query, the system first performs
keyword reformulation to translate it into a set of candidate structured queries on
the mediated schema. Otherwise, the candidate query isQ itself.

2.3 Source of probabilities

A critical issue in any system that manages uncertainty is whether we have a reliable
source of probabilities. Whereas obtaining reliable probabilities for such a system
is one of the most interesting areas for future research, there is quite a bit to build
on. For keyword reformulation, it is possible to train and test reformulators on large
numbers of queries such that each reformulation result is given a probability based
on its performance statistics. For information extraction, current techniques are of-
ten based on statistical machine learning methods and can beextended to compute
probabilities of each extraction result. Finally, in the case of schema matching, it is
standard practice for schema matchers to also associate numbers with the candidates
they propose (e.g., (Rahm and Bernstein, 2001; Berlin and Motro, 2002; Dhamankar
et al, 2004; Do and Rahm, 2002; Doan et al, 2002; He and Chang, 2003; Kang and
Naughton, 2003; Wang et al, 2004)). The issue here is that thenumbers are meant
only as a ranking mechanism rather than true probabilities.However, as schema
matching techniques start looking at a larger number of schemas, one can imagine
ascribing probabilities (or estimations thereof) to theirmeasures.

2.4 Outline of the chapter

We begin by discussing probabilistic schema mappings in Section 3. We also dis-
cuss how to answer queries in their presence and how to answertop-k queries. In
Section 4 we discuss probabilistic mediated schemas. We begin by motivating them
and showing that in some cases they add expressive power to the resulting system.
Then we describe an algorithm for generating probabilisticmediated schemas from
a collection of data sources.
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3 Uncertainty in Mappings

The key to resolving heterogeneity at the schema level is to specify schema map-
pings between data sources. These mappings describe the relationship between the
contents of the different sources and are used to reformulate a query posed over
one source (or a mediated schema) into queries over the sources that are deemed
relevant. However, in many applications we are not able to provide all the schema
mappings upfront. In this section we describe how we use probabilistic schema map-
pings (p-mappings, defined in Definition 3 in Chapter 3) to capture uncertainty on
mappings between schemas.

We start by presenting a running example for this section that also motivates p-
mappings (Section 3.1). Then, Section 3.2 formally defines its semantics in query
answering. After that, Section 3.3 describes algorithms for query answering with
respect to probabilistic mappings and discusses the complexity. Next, Section 3.4
shows how to leverage previous work on schema matching to automatically create
probabilistic mappings. In the end, Section 3.5 briefly describes various extensions
to the basic definition and Section 3.6 describes other typesof approximate schema
mappings that have been proposed in the literature.

3.1 Motivating probabilistic mappings

Possible Mapping Prob
{(pname, name), (email-addr, email),m1 =
(current-addr, mailing-addr), (permanent-addr, home-addr)}

0.5

{(pname, name), (email-addr, email),m2 =
(permanent-addr, mailing-addr), (current-addr, home-addr)}

0.4

{(pname, name), (email-addr, mailing-addr),m3 =
(current-addr, home-addr)}

0.1

(a)
pnameemail-addr current-addr permanent-addr
Alice alice@ Mountain View Sunnyvale
Bob bob@ Sunnyvale Sunnyvale

(b)
Tuple (mailing-addr)Prob

(’Sunnyvale’) 0.9
(’Mountain View’) 0.5

(’alice@’) 0.1
(’bob@’) 0.1

(c)

Fig. 2 The running example: (a) a probabilistic schema mapping betweenS andT; (b) a source
instanceDS; (c) the answers ofQ overDS with respect to the probabilistic mapping.

Example 1.Consider a data sourceS, which describes a person by her email ad-
dress, current address, and permanent address, and the mediated schemaT, which
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describes a person by her name, email, mailing address, homeaddress and office
address:

S=(pname, email-addr, current-addr, permanent-addr)
T=(name, email, mailing-addr, home-addr, office-addr)

A semi-automatic schema-mapping tool may generate three possible mappings
betweenSandT, assigning each a probability. Whereas the three mappings all map
pname to name, they map other attributes in the source and the target differently.
Figure 2(a) describes the three mappings using sets of attribute correspondences. For
example, mappingm1 mapspname to name, email-addr to email, current-addr
to mailing-addr, andpermanent-addr to home-addr. Because of the uncertainty
about which mapping is correct, we consider all of these mappings in query answer-
ing.

Suppose the system receives a queryQ composed on the mediated schema and
asking for people’s mailing addresses:

Q: SELECT mailing-addr FROM T

Using the possible mappings, we can reformulateQ into different queries:

Q1: SELECT current-addr FROM S
Q2: SELECT permanent-addr FROM S
Q3: SELECT email-addr FROM S

If the user requires all possible answers, the system generates a single aggre-
gation query based onQ1,Q2 andQ3 to compute the probability of each returned
tuple, and sends the query to the data source. Suppose the data source contains a
tableDS as shown in Figure 2(b), the system will retrieve four answertuples, each
with a probability, as shown in Figure 2(c).

If the user requires only the top-1 answer (i.e., the answer tuple with the highest
probability), the system decides at runtime which reformulated queries to execute.
For example, after executingQ1 andQ2 at the source, the system can already con-
clude that (‘Sunnyvale’) is the top-1 answer and can skip query Q3. �

3.2 Definition and Semantics

3.2.1 Schema mappings and p-mappings

We begin by reviewing non-probabilistic schema mappings. The goal of a schema
mapping is to specify the semantic relationships between asource schemaand
a target schema. We refer to the source schema asS̄, and a relation inS̄ as
S= 〈s1, . . . ,sm〉. Similarly, we refer to the target schema asT̄, and a relation in
T̄ asT = 〈t1, . . . ,tn〉.

We consider a limited form of schema mappings that are also referred to as
schema matchingin the literature. Specifically, a schema matching containsa set of
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attribute correspondences. An attribute correspondence is of the formci j = (si ,t j),
wheresi is a source attributein the schemaS and t j is a target attributein the
schemaT. Intuitively, ci j specifies that there is a relationship betweensi andt j . In
practice, a correspondence also involves a function that transforms the value ofsi to
the value oft j . For example, the correspondence(c-degree, temperature) can be
specified astemperature=c-degree ∗1.8+ 32, describing a transformation from
Celsius to Fahrenheit. These functions are irrelevant to our discussion, and therefore
we omit them. This class of mappings are quite common in practice and already ex-
pose many of the novel issues involved in probabilistic mappings. In Section 3.5 we
will briefly discuss extensions to a broader class of mappings.

Formally, relation mappings and schema mappings are definedas follows.

Definition 1 (Schema Mapping).Let S̄ and T̄ be relational schemas. Arelation
mapping Mis a triple(S,T,m), whereS is a relation inS̄, T is a relation inT̄, and
m is a set of attribute correspondences betweenSandT.

When each source and target attribute occurs in at most one correspondence in
m, we callM a one-to-one relation mapping.

A schema mappingM is a set of one-to-one relation mappings between relations
in S̄and inT̄, where every relation in either̄Sor T̄ appears at most once. �

A pair of instancesDS andDT satisfiesa relation mappingm if for every source
tuple ts ∈ DS, there exists a target tuplett ∈ Dt , such that for every attribute corre-
spondence(s, t) ∈ m, the value of attributes in ts is the same as the value of attribute
t in tt .

Example 2.Consider the mappings in Example 1. The source database in Fig-
ure 2(b) (repeated in Figure 3(a)) and the target database inFigure 3(b) satisfym1.
�

Intuitively, a probabilistic schema mapping describes a probability distribution
of a set ofpossibleschema mappings between a source schema and a target schema.
For completeness, we repeat its definition as follows (also see Definition 3 in Chap-
ter 3).

Definition 2 (Probabilistic Mapping). Let S̄andT̄ be relational schemas. Aprob-
abilistic mapping (p-mapping), pM, is a triple(S,T,m), whereS∈ S̄, T ∈ T̄, andm
is a set{(m1,Pr(m1)), . . . ,(ml ,Pr(ml ))}, such that

• for i ∈ [1, l ], mi is a one-to-one mapping betweenS andT, and for everyi, j ∈
[1, l ], i 6= j ⇒ mi 6= mj .

• Pr(mi) ∈ [0,1] and∑l
i=1Pr(mi) = 1.

A schema p-mapping, pM, is a set of p-mappings between relations inS̄and in
T̄, where every relation in either̄Sor T̄ appears in at most one p-mapping. �

We refer to a non-probabilistic mapping as anordinary mapping. A schema p-
mapping may contain both p-mappings and ordinary mappings.Example 1 shows a
p-mapping (see Figure 2(a)) that contains three possible mappings.
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pnameemail-addr current-addr permanent-addr
Alice alice@ Mountain View Sunnyvale
Bob bob@ Sunnyvale Sunnyvale

(a)
name email mailing-addr home-addroffice-addr
Alice alice@Mountain View Sunnyvale office
Bob bob@ Sunnyvale Sunnyvale office

(b)
name email mailing-addr home-addr office-addr
Alice alice@ Sunnyvale Mountain View office
Bob email bob@ Sunnyvale office

(c)
Tuple (mailing-addr)Prob

(’Sunnyvale’) 0.9
(’Mountain View’) 0.5

(’alice@’) 0.1
(’bob@’) 0.1

(d)

Tuple (mailing-addr)Prob
(’Sunnyvale’) 0.94

(’Mountain View’) 0.5
(’alice@’) 0.1
(’bob@’) 0.1

(e)

Fig. 3 Example 3: (a) a source instanceDS; (b) a target instance that is by-table consistent withDS

andm1; (c) a target instance that is by-tuple consistent withDS and< m2,m3 >; (d) Qtable(DS);
(e) Qtuple(DS).

3.2.2 Semantics of probabilistic mappings

Intuitively, a probabilistic schema mapping models the uncertainty about which of
the mappings inpM is the correct one. When a schema matching system produces
a set of candidate matches, there are two ways to interpret the uncertainty: (1) a
single mapping inpM is the correct one and it applies to all the data inS, or (2)
several mappings are partially correct and each is suitablefor a subset of tuples
in S, though it is not known which mapping is the right one for a specific tuple.
Figure 3(b) illustrates the first interpretation and applies mappingm1. For the same
example, the second interpretation is equally valid: some people may choose to use
their current address as mailing address while others use their permanent address as
mailing address; thus, for different tuples we may apply different mappings, so the
correct mapping depends on the particular tuple.

We define query answering under both interpretations. The first interpretation is
referred to as theby-tablesemantics and the second one is referred to as theby-tuple
semantics of probabilistic mappings. Note that one cannot argue for one interpreta-
tion over the other; the needs of the application should dictate the appropriate se-
mantics. Furthermore, the complexity results for query answering, which will show
advantages to by-table semantics, should not be taken as an argument in the favor
of by-table semantics.

We next define query answering with respect to p-mappings in detail and the
definitions for schema p-mappings are the obvious extensions. Recall that given a
query and an ordinary mapping, we can computecertain answersto the query with
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respect to the mapping. Query answering with respect to p-mappings is defined as a
natural extension of certain answers, which we next review.

A mapping defines a relationship between instances ofSand instances ofT that
areconsistentwith the mapping.

Definition 3 (Consistent Target Instance).LetM = (S,T,m) be a relation mapping
andDS be an instance ofS.

An instanceDT of T is said to beconsistent with DS and M, if for each tuple
ts ∈ DS, there exists a tuplett ∈ DT , such that for every attribute correspondence
(as,at) ∈ m, the value ofas in ts is the same as the value ofat in tt . �

For a relation mappingM and a source instanceDS, there can be an infinite num-
ber of target instances that are consistent withDS andM. We denote byTarM(DS)
the set of all such target instances. The set of answers to a queryQ is the intersection
of the answers on all instances inTarM(DS).

Definition 4 (Certain Answer). Let M = (S,T,m) be a relation mapping. LetQ be
a query overT and letDS be an instance ofS.

A tuplet is said to be acertain answer of Q with respect to DS and M, if for every
instanceDT ∈ TarM(DS), t ∈ Q(DT). �

By-table semantics:We now generalize these notions to the probabilistic setting,
beginning with the by-table semantics. Intuitively, a p-mappingpM describes a set
of possible worlds, each with a possible mappingm∈ pM. In by-table semantics,
a source table can fall in one of the possible worlds; that is,the possible mapping
associated with that possible world applies to the whole source table. Following this
intuition, we define target instances that areconsistent withthe source instance.

Definition 5 (By-table Consistent Instance).Let pM = (S,T,m) be a p-mapping
andDS be an instance ofS.

An instanceDT of T is said to beby-table consistent with DS and pM, if there
exists a mappingm∈ m such thatDS andDT satisfym. �

Given a source instanceDS and a possible mappingm∈ m, there can be an
infinite number of target instances that are consistent withDS andm. We denote by
Tarm(DS) the set of all such instances.

In the probabilistic context, we assign a probability to every answer. Intuitively,
we consider the certain answers with respect to each possible mapping in isolation.
The probability of an answert is the sum of the probabilities of the mappings for
which t is deemed to be a certain answer. We define by-table answers asfollows:

Definition 6 (By-table Answer). Let pM = (S,T,m) be a p-mapping. LetQ be a
query overT and letDS be an instance ofS.

Let t be a tuple. Let ¯m(t) be the subset ofm, such that for eachm∈ m̄(t) and for
eachDT ∈ Tarm(DS), t ∈ Q(DT).

Let p= ∑m∈m̄(t) Pr(m). If p> 0, then we say(t, p) is aby-table answer of Q with
respect to DS and pM. �
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By-tuple semantics:If we follow the possible-world notions, in by-tuple semantics,
different tuples in a source table can fall in different possible worlds; that is, different
possible mappings associated with those possible worlds can apply to the different
source tuples.

Formally, the key difference in the definition of by-tuple semantics from that
of by-table semantics is that a consistent target instance is defined by a mapping
sequencethat assigns a (possibly different) mapping inm to each source tuple in
DS. (Without losing generality, in order to compare between such sequences, we
assign some order to the tuples in the instance).

Definition 7 (By-tuple Consistent Instance).Let pM = (S,T,m) be a p-mapping
and letDS be an instance ofSwith d tuples.

An instanceDT of T is said to beby-tuple consistent with DS and pM, if there
is a sequence〈m1

, . . . ,md〉 such thatd is the number of tuples inDS and for every
1≤ i ≤ d,

• mi ∈ m, and
• for the ith tuple of DS, ti , there exists a target tuplet ′i ∈ DT such that for each

attribute correspondence(as,at) ∈ mi , the value ofas in ti is the same as the
value ofat in t ′i . �

Given a mapping sequenceseq= 〈m1, . . . ,md〉, we denote byTarseq(DS) the set
of all target instances that are consistent withDS andseq. Note that ifDT is by-
table consistent withDS andm, thenDT is also by-tuple consistent withDS and a
mapping sequence in which each mapping ism.

We can think of every sequence of mappingsseq= 〈m1, . . . ,md〉 as a separate
event whose probability isPr(seq) = Πd

i=1Pr(mi). (Section 3.5 relaxes this inde-
pendence assumption and introducesconditional mappings.) If there arel mappings
in pM, then there areld sequences of lengthd, and their probabilities add up to 1.
We denote byseqd(pM) the set of mapping sequences of lengthd generated from
pM.

Definition 8 (By-tuple Answer). Let pM = (S,T,m) be a p-mapping. LetQ be a
query overT andDS be an instance ofSwith d tuples.

Let t be a tuple. Letseq(t) be the subset ofseqd(pM), such that for eachseq∈
seq(t) and for eachDT ∈ Tarseq(DS), t ∈ Q(DT).

Let p = ∑seq∈seq(t) Pr(seq). If p > 0, we call(t, p) a by-tuple answer of Q with
respect to DS and pM. �

The set of by-table answers forQ with respect toDS is denoted byQtable(DS)
and the set of by-tuple answers forQ with respect toDS is denoted byQtuple(DS).

Example 3.Consider the p-mappingpM, the source instanceDS, and the queryQ
in the motivating example.

In by-table semantics, Figure 3(b) shows a target instance that is consistent
with DS (repeated in Figure 3(a)) and possible mappingm1. Figure 3(d) shows
the by-table answers ofQ with respect toDS and pM. As an example, for tuple
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t =(‘Sunnyvale’), we have ¯m(t) = {m1,m2}, so the possible tuple (‘Sunnyvale’,
0.9) is an answer.

In by-tuple semantics, Figure 3(c) shows a target instance that is by-tuple con-
sistent withDS and the mapping sequence< m2,m3 >. Figure 3(e) shows the by-
tuple answers ofQ with respect toDS and pM. Note that the probability of tuple
t=(’Sunnyvale’) in the by-table answers is different from that in the by-tuple an-
swers. We describe how to compute the probabilities in detail in the next section.
�

3.3 Query Answering

This section studies query answering in the presence of probabilistic mappings. We
start with describing algorithms for returning all answer tuples with probabilities,
and discussing the complexity of query answering in terms ofthe size of the data
(data complexity) and the size of the p-mapping (mapping complexity). We then
consider returning the top-k query answers, which are thek answer tuples with the
top probabilities, and answering aggregate queries.

3.3.1 By-table query answering

In the case of by-table semantics, answering queries is conceptually simple. Given a
p-mappingpM = (S,T,m) and an SPJ queryQ, we can compute the certain answers
of Q under each of the mappingsm∈ m. We attach the probabilityPr(m) to every
certain answer underm. If a tuple is an answer toQ under multiple mappings inm,
then we add up the probabilities of the different mappings.

Algorithm BYTABLE takes as input an SPJ queryQ that mentions the relations
T1, . . . ,Tl in theFROM clause. Assume that we have the p-mappingpMi associated
with the tableTi . The algorithm proceeds as follows.

Step 1:We generate the possible reformulations ofQ (a reformulation query com-
putes all certain answers when executed on the source data) by considering every
combination of the form(m1, . . . ,ml ), wheremi is one of the possible mappings in
pMi . Denote the set of reformulations byQ′

1, . . . ,Q
′
k. The probability of a reformu-

lationQ′ = (m1, . . . ,ml ) is Π l
i=1Pr(mi).

Step 2: For each reformulationQ′, retrieve each of the unique answers from the
sources. For each answer obtained byQ′

1∪ . . .∪Q′
k, its probability is computed by

summing the probabilities of theQ′’s in which it is returned.
Importantly, note that it is possible to express both steps as an SQL query with

grouping and aggregation. Therefore, if the underlying sources support SQL, we
can leverage their optimizations to compute the answers.
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With our restricted form of schema mapping, the algorithm takes time polyno-
mial in the size of the data and the mappings. We thus have the following complexity
result.

Theorem 1.Let pM be a schema p-mapping and let Q be an SPJ query.
Answering Q with respect topM in by-table semantics is in PTIME in the size of

the data and the mapping. �

3.3.2 By-tuple query answering

Tuple (mailing-addr) Pr
(’Sunnyvale’) 0.94

(’Mountain View’) 0.5
(’alice@’) 0.1
(’bob@’) 0.1

(a)

Tuple (mailing-addr)Pr
(’Sunnyvale’) 0.8

(’Mountain View’) 0.8
(b)

Fig. 4 Example 4: (a)Qtuple
1 (D) and (b)Qtuple

2 (D).

To extend the by-table query-answering strategy to by-tuple semantics, we would
need to compute the certain answers for everymapping sequencegenerated bypM.
However, the number of such mapping sequences is exponential in the size of the
input data. The following example shows that for certain queries this exponential
time complexity is inevitable.

Example 4.Suppose that in addition to the tables in Example 1, we also haveU(city)
in the source andV(hightech) in the target. The p-mapping forV contains two
possible mappings: ({(city, hightech)}, .8) and ( /0, .2).

Consider the following queryQ, which decides if there are any people living in
a high-tech city.

Q: SELECT ‘true’
FROM T, V
WHERE T.mailing-addr = V.hightech

An incorrect way of answering the query is to first execute thefollowing two
sub-queriesQ1 andQ2, then join the answers ofQ1 andQ2 and summing up the
probabilities.

Q1: SELECT mailing-addr FROM T
Q2: SELECT hightech FROM V

Now consider the source instanceD, whereDS is shown in Figure 2(a), and
DU has two tuples (‘Mountain View’) and (‘Sunnyvale’). Figure4(a) and (b) show
Qtuple

1 (D) and Qtuple
2 (D). If we join the results ofQ1 and Q2, we obtain for the

true tuple the following probability: 0.94∗0.8+ 0.5∗0.8 = 1.152. However, this
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is incorrect. By enumerating all consistent target tables,we in fact compute 0.864
as the probability. The reason for this error is that on some target instance that is
by-tuple consistent with the source instance, the answers to bothQ1 andQ2 con-
tain tuple (‘Sunnyvale’) and tuple (‘Mountain View’). Thus, generating the tuple
(‘Sunnyvale’) as an answer for bothQ1 andQ2 and generating the tuple (‘Mountain
View’) for both queries are not independent events, and so simply adding up their
probabilities leads to incorrect results.

Indeed, it is not clear if there exists a better algorithm to answerQ than by enu-
merating all by-tuple consistent target instances and thenansweringQ on each of
them. �

In fact, it is proved that in general, answering SPJ queries in by-tuple semantics
with respect to schema p-mappings is hard.

Theorem 2.Let Q be an SPJ query and letpM be a schema p-mapping. The prob-
lem of finding the probability for a by-tuple answer to Q with respect topM is #P-
complete with respect to data complexity and is in PTIME withrespect to mapping
complexity. �

Recall that #P is the complexity class of some hard counting problems (i.e. e.g.,
counting the number of variable assignments that satisfy a Boolean formula). It is
believed that a #P-complete problem cannot be solved in polynomial time, unless
P = NP.

Although by-tuple query answering in general is hard, thereare two restricted but
common classes of queries for which by-tuple query answering takes polynomial
time. The first class of queries are those that include only a single subgoal being
the target of a p-mapping; here, we refer to an occurrence of atable in theFROM
clause of a query as asubgoalof the query. Relations in the other subgoals are either
involved in ordinary mappings or do not require a mapping. Hence, if we only have
uncertainty with respect to one part of the domain, our queries will typically fall
in this class. The second class of queries can include multiple subgoals involved in
p-mappings, but return the join attributes for such subgoals. We next illustrate these
two classes of queries and query answering for them using twoexamples.

Example 5.Consider rewritingQ in the motivating example, repeated as follows:

Q: SELECT mailing-addr FROM T

To answer the query, we first rewriteQ into queryQ′ by adding theid column:

Q’: SELECT id, mailing-addr FROM T

We then invoke BYTABLE and generate the followingSQLquery to compute
by-table answers forQ′:

Qa: SELECT id, mailing-addr, SUM(pr)
FROM (

SELECT DISTINCT id, current-addr
AS mailing-addr, 0.5 AS pr
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FROM S
UNION ALL
SELECT DISTINCT id, permanent-addr

AS mailing-addr, 0.4 AS pr
FROM S
UNION ALL
SELECT DISTINCT id, email-addr

AS mailing-addr, 0.1 AS pr
FROM S)

GROUP BY id, mailing-addr

Finally, we generate the results using the following query.

Qu: SELECT mailing-addr, NOR(pr) AS pr
FROM Qa
GROUP BY mailing-addr

where for a set of probabilitiespr1, . . . , prn, NORcomputes 1−Πn
i=1(1− pri). �

Example 6.Consider the schema p-mapping in Example 4. If we reviseQ slightly
be returning the join attribute, shown as follows, we can answer the query in poly-
nomial time.

Q’: SELECT V.hightech
FROM T, V
WHERE T.mailing-addr = V.hightech

We answer the query by dividing it into two sub-queries,Q1 andQ2, as shown in
Example 4. We can computeQ1 with queryQu (shown in Example 5) and compute
Q2 similarly with a queryQ′

u. We compute by-tuple answers ofQ′ as follows:

SELECT Qu’.hightech, Qu.pr*Qu’.pr
FROM Qu, Qu’
WHERE Qu.mailing-addr = Qu’.hightect

�

3.3.3 Top-K Query Answering

The main challenge in designing the algorithm for returningtop-k query answers is
to only perform the necessary reformulations at every step and halt when the top-k
answers are found. We focus on top-k query answering for by-table semantics and
the algorithm can be modified for by-tuple semantics.

Recall that in by-table query answering, the probability ofan answer is the sum
of the probabilities of the reformulated queries that generate the answer. Our goal
is to reduce the number of reformulated queries we execute. The algorithm we de-
scribe next proceeds in a greedy fashion: it executes queries in descending order
of probabilities. For each tuplet, it maintains the upper boundpmax(t) and lower
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boundpmin(t) of its probability. This process halts when it findsk tuples whosepmin

values are higher thanpmax of the rest of the tuples.
TOPKBYTABLE takes as input an SPJ queryQ, a schema p-mappingpM, an

instanceDS of the source schema, and an integerk, and outputs the top-k answers
in Qtable(DS). The algorithm proceeds in three steps.

Step 1: RewriteQ according topM into a set of queriesQ1, . . . ,Qn, each with a
probability assigned in a similar way as stated in AlgorithmBYTABLE.

Step 2:ExecuteQ1, . . . ,Qn in descending order of their probabilities. Maintain the
following measures:

• The highest probability,PMax, for the tuples that have not been generated yet.
We initializePMaxto 1; after executing queryQi and updating the list of answers
(see third bullet), we decreasePMaxby Pr(Qi);

• The thresholdth determining which answers are potentially in the top-k. We
initialize th to 0; after executingQi and updating the answer list, we setth to the
k-th largestpmin for tuples in the answer list;

• A list L of answers whosepmax is no less thanth, and boundspmin andpmax for
each answer inL. After executing queryQi , we update the list as follows: (1) for
eacht ∈ L andt ∈ Qi(DS), we increasepmin(t) by Pr(Qi); (2) for eacht ∈ L but
t 6∈ Qi(DS), we decreasepmax(t) by Pr(Qi); (3) if PMax≥ th, for eacht 6∈ L but
t ∈ Qi(DS), insertt to L, setpmin to Pr(Qi) andpmax(t) to PMax.

• A list T of k tuples with toppmin values.

Step 3:Whenth > PMaxand for eacht 6∈ T, th > pmax(t), halt and returnT.

Example 7.Consider Example 1 where we seek for top-1 answer. We answer the
reformulated queries in order ofQ1,Q2,Q3. After answeringQ1, for tuple (“Sunny-
vale”) we havepmin = .5 andpmax= 1, and for tuple (“Mountain View”) we have
the same bounds. In addition,PMax= .5 andth = .5.

In the second round, we answerQ2. Then, for tuple (“Sunnyvale”) we have
pmin = .9 andpmax = 1, and for tuple (“Mountain View”) we havepmin = .5 and
pmax= .6. NowPMax= .1 andth = .9.

Becauseth > PMaxandth is above thepmax for the (“Mountain View”) tuple,
we can halt and return (“Sunnyvale”) as the top-1 answer. �

3.3.4 Answering aggregate queries

Finally, we discuss queries with aggregate operators:COUNT, SUM, AVG, MAX,
andMIN based on results from (Gal et al, 2009). We consider three common exten-
sions to semantics with aggregates and probabilistic information: therangeseman-
tics returns the range of the aggregate (i.e., the minimum and the maximum value);
the expected-valuesemantics returns the expected value of the aggregate; and the
distributionsemantics returns all possible values with their probabilities. Note that
the answer under the former two semantics can be derived fromthat under the last
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Table 1 Complexity of answering aggregate queries under differentsemantics.

Semantics Operator Range Expected-ValueDistribution
By-table COUNT, SUM, AVG, MIN, MAX PTIME PTIME PTIME

COUNT PTIME PTIME PTIME
By-tuple SUM PTIME PTIME ?

AVG, MIN, MAX PTIME ? ?

semantics; in other words, thedistribution semantics is the richest one. We next
formally define the three semantics.

Definition 9 (Semantics of Aggregate Query).Let pM= (S,T,m) be a p-mapping,
Q be an aggregate query overT, andDS be an instance ofS. LetV̄ be the set of result
values of evaluatingQ onDS w.r.t. pM under by-table (resp. by-tuple) semantics and
Pr(v) be the probability of valuev∈ V̄.

1. Range semantics: The result is the interval[min(V̄),max(V̄)].
2. Expected-value semantics: The result is∑v∈V̄ Pr(v) ·v.
3. Distribution semantics: The result is a random variableX, s.t. for each distinct

valuev∈ V̄, Pr(X = v) = Pr(v). �

According to the definition, there are six combinations of semantics for aggre-
gate queries w.r.t. a p-mapping. Since results under the range or expected-value
semantics can be derived from the results under the distribution semantics in poly-
nomial time, the complexity of query answering w.r.t. to theformer two semantics
is no higher than that w.r.t. to the distribution semantics;in fact, in some cases query
answering w.r.t. to the former two semantics can be computedmore efficiently with-
out obtaining the distribution. Table 1 summarizes the complexity results for each
aggregate operator and we now explain them briefly.

• In by-table query answering, we can enumerate all answers and compute their
probabilities in polynomial time; thus, query answering isin PTIME for all se-
mantics.

• In by-tuple query answering, we can enumerate all answers (without computing
their probabilities) in polynomial time; thus, query answering under the range
semantics (where we do not need to know the probabilities of each answer) is in
PTIME.

• We can prove that under the expected-value semantics, the answer for theSUM
operator under by-table and by-tuple semantics is the same;thus, query answer-
ing forSUM under the by-tuple and expected-value semantics is in PTIME.

• For theCOUNT operator, even query answering under the by-tuple semantics is
PTIME for the distribution semantics, and thus also for other semantics. We next
illustrate this using an example.

• For the rest of the combinations, we conjecture that query answering cannot
be finished in polynomial time and the complexity of query answering remains
open.
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Table 2 Trace of query answering in Example 8.

TupleID COUNT = 0 COUNT = 1 COUNT = 2
1 .6 .4 -
2 .06 .58 .36

Example 8.Continue with the running example (Figure 2) and consider the follow-
ing query.

Qc: SELECT COUNT(*) FROM S
WHERE mailing-addr = ’Sunnyvale’

Table 2 shows how the probability of each answer value changes after we process
each source tuple under the by-tuple semantics. After processing the first tuple, the
probability of COUNT = 0 is .5+ .1 = .6 (m1,m3) and that ofCOUNT = 1 is
.4 (m2). After processing the second tuple, the probability ofCOUNT = 0 is the
probability thatCOUNT= 0 after the first tuple times the probability of applyingm3

to the second tuple, so.6∗ .1 = .06. That ofCOUNT= 1 is .6∗ (.5+ .4)+ .4∗ .1=
.58; that is, eitherCOUNT= 0 after we process the first tuple and we applym1 or
m2 to the second tuple, orCOUNT= 1 after the first tuple and we applym3 to the
third tuple. Similarly, the probability ofCOUNT= 2 is .4∗ (.5+ .4) = .36. �

3.4 Creating P-mappings

We now address the problem of generating a p-mapping betweena source schema
and a target schema. We begin by assuming we have a set of weighted correspon-
dences between the source attributes and the target attributes. These weighted cor-
respondences are created by a set of schema matching modules. However, as we
explain shortly, there can bemultiple p-mappings that are consistent with a given
set of weighted correspondences, and the question is which of them to choose. We
describe an approach to creating p-mappings that is based onchoosing the mapping
that maximizes theentropyof the probability assignment.

3.4.1 Computing weighted correspondences

A weighted correspondencebetween a pair of attributes specifies the degree of se-
mantic similarity between them. LetS(s1, . . . ,sm) be a source schema andT(t1, . . . ,tn)
be a target schema. We denote byCi, j , i ∈ [1,m], j ∈ [1,n], the weighted correspon-
dence betweensi andt j and bywi, j the weight ofCi, j . The first step is to compute
a weighted correspondence between every pair of attributes, which can be done by
applying existing schema matching techniques.

Although weighted correspondences tell us the degree of similarity between pairs
of attributes, they do not tell uswhichtarget attribute a source attribute should map
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to. For example, a target attributemailing-address can be both similar to the source
attributecurrent-addr and topermanent-addr, so it makes sense to map either of
them tomailing-address in a schema mapping. In fact, given a set of weighted
correspondences, there could be asetof p-mappings that are consistent with it. We
can define the one-to-many relationship between sets of weighted correspondences
and p-mappings by specifying when a p-mapping isconsistent witha set of weighted
correspondences.

Definition 10 (Consistent p-mapping).A p-mappingpM isconsistent witha weighted
correspondenceCi, j between a pair of source and target attributes if the sum of the
probabilities of all mappingsm∈ pM containing correspondence(i, j) equalswi, j ;
that is,

wi, j = ∑
m∈pM,(i, j)∈m

Pr(m).

A p-mapping isconsistent witha set of weighted correspondencesC if it is con-
sistent with each weighted correspondenceC∈ C. �

However, not every set of weighted correspondences admits aconsistent p-mapping.
The following theorem shows under which conditions a consistent p-mapping ex-
ists, and establishes a normalization factor for weighted correspondences that will
guarantee the existence of a consistent p-mapping.

Theorem 3.Let C be a set of weighted correspondences between a source schema
S(s1, . . . ,sm) and a target schema T(t1, . . . ,tn).

• There exists a consistent p-mapping with respect toC if and only if (1) for every
i ∈ [1,m], ∑n

j=1wi, j ≤ 1 and (2) for every j∈ [1,n], ∑m
i=1wi, j ≤ 1.

• Let

M′ = max{maxi{
n

∑
j=1

wi, j},maxj{
m

∑
i=1

wi, j}}.

Then, for each i∈ [1,m], ∑n
j=1

wi, j
M′ ≤ 1 and for each j∈ [1,n], ∑m

i=1
wi, j
M′ ≤ 1. �

Based on Theorem 3, we normalize the weighted correspondences we generated
as described previously by dividing them byM′; that is,

w′
i, j =

wi, j

M′
.

3.4.2 Generating p-mappings

To motivate our approach to generate p-mappings, consider the following example.
Consider a source schema(A,B) and a target schema(A′,B′). Assume we have com-
puted the following weighted correspondences between source and target attributes:
wA,A′ = 0.6 andwB,B′ = 0.5 (the rest are 0).

As we explained above, there are an infinite number of p-mappings that are con-
sistent with this set of weighted correspondences and belowwe list two:
pM1:
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m1: (A,A’), (B,B’): 0.3 m2: (A,A’): 0.3 m3:
(B,B’): 0.2 m4: empty: 0.2

pM2:

m1: (A,A’), (B,B’): 0.5
m2: (A,A’): 0.1
m3: empty: 0.4

In a sense,pM1 seems better thanpM2 because it assumes that the similarity
betweenA andA′ is independent of the similarity betweenB andB′.

In the general case, among the many p-mappings that are consistent with a set
of weighted correspondencesC, we choose the one with themaximum entropy; that
is, the p-mappings whose probability distribution obtainsthe maximum value of
∑l

i=1−pi ∗ logpi. In the above example,pM1 obtains the maximum entropy.
The intuition behind maximum entropy is that when we need to select among

multiple possible distributions on a set of exclusive events, we choose the one that
does not favor any of the events over the others. Hence, we choose the distribution
that does notintroduce new informationthat we didn’t have apriori. The principle of
maximum entropy is widely used in other areas such as naturallanguage processing.

To create the p-mapping, we proceed in two steps. First, we enumerate all pos-
sible one-to-one schema mappings betweenSandM that contain a subset of corre-
spondences inC. Second, we assign probabilities on each of the mappings in away
that maximizes the entropy of our result p-mapping.

Enumerating all possible schema mappings givenC is trivial: for each subset of
correspondences, if it corresponds to a one-to-one mapping, we consider the map-
ping as a possible mapping.

Given the possible mappingsm1, . . . ,ml , we assign probabilitiesp1, . . . , pl to
m1, . . . ,ml by solving the following constraint optimization problem (OPT):

maximize ∑l
k=1−pk∗ logpk subject to:

1. ∀k∈ [1, l ],0≤ pk ≤ 1,

2. ∑l
k=1 pk = 1, and

3. ∀i, j : ∑k∈[1,l ],(i, j)∈mk
pk = wi, j .

We can apply existing technology in solving the OPT optimization problem. Al-
though finding maximum-entropy solutions in general is costly, the experiments
described in (Sarma et al, 2008) show that the execution timeis reasonable for a
one-time process.

3.5 Broader Classes of Mappings

In this section we describe several practical extensions tothe basic mapping lan-
guage. The query answering techniques and complexity results we have described
carry over to these techniques.
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GLAV mappings: The common formalism for schema mappings, GLAV (a.k.a.
tuple-generating dependencies), is based on expressions of the form

m : ∀x(ϕ(x) →∃yψ(x,y)).

In the expression,ϕ is the body of a conjunctive query over̄Sandψ is the body of a
conjunctive query over̄T. A pair of instancesDS andDT satisfiesa GLAV mapping
m if for every assignment ofx in DS that satisfiesϕ there exists an assignment ofy
in DT that satisfiesψ .

We definegeneral p-mappingsto be triples of the formpGM= (S̄, T̄,gm), where
gm is a set{(gmi,Pr(gmi)) | i ∈ [1,n]}, such that for eachi ∈ [1,n], gmi is a general
GLAV mapping. The definition of by-table semantics for such mappings is a simple
generalization of Definition 6 and query answering can be conducted in PTIME.
Extending by-tuple semantics to arbitrary GLAV mappings ismuch trickier than
by-table semantics and would involve considering mapping sequences whose length
is the product of the number of tuples in each source table, and the results are much
less intuitive.

Theorem 4.Let pGM be a general p-mapping between a source schemaS̄ and a
target schemaT̄ . Let DS be an instance of̄S. Let Q be an SPJ query with only
equality conditions over̄T . The problem of computing Qtable(DS) with respect to
pGM is in PTIME in the size of the data and the mapping. �

Complex mappings:Complex mappings map a set of attributes in the source to a
set of attributes in the target. For example, we can map the attributeaddress to the
concatenation ofstreet, city, andstate.

Formally, aset correspondencebetweenS and T is a relationship between a
subset of attributes inSand a subset of attributes inT. Here, the function associated
with the relationship specifies a single value for each of thetarget attributes given
a value for each of the source attributes. Again, the actual functions are irrelevant
to our discussion. Acomplex mappingis a triple(S,T,cm), wherecm is a set of set
correspondences, such that each attribute inS or T is involved in at most one set
correspondence. Acomplex p-mappingis of the formpCM = {(cmi ,Pr(cmi)) | i ∈
[1,n]}, where∑n

i=1Pr(cmi) = 1.

Theorem 5.Let pCM be a complex schema p-mapping between schemasS̄ andT̄ .
Let DS be an instance of̄S. Let Q be an SPJ query overT̄ . The data complexity and
mapping complexity of computing Qtable(DS) with respect topCM are PTIME. The
data complexity of computing Qtuple(DS) with respect topCM is #P-complete. The
mapping complexity of computing Qtuple(DS) with respect topCM is in PTIME. �

Union mapping: Union mappingsspecify relationships such as both attribute
home-address and attributeoffice-address can be mapped toaddress. Formally,
a union mappingis a triple(S,T,m̄), wherem̄ is a set of mappings betweenS and
T. Given a source relationDS and a target relationDT , we sayDS andDT are con-
sistent with respect to the union mapping if for each source tuplet andm∈ m̄, there
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exists a target tuplet ′, such thatt andt ′ satisfym. A union p-mappingis of the form
pUM = {(m̄i ,Pr(m̄i)) | i ∈ [1,n]}, where∑n

i=1Pr(m̄i) = 1.
Both by-table and by-tuple semantics apply to probabilistic union mappings.

Theorem 6.Let pUM be a union schema p-mapping between a source schemaS̄
and a target schemāT . Let DS be an instance of̄S. Let Q be a conjunctive query
overT̄ . The problem of computing Qtable(DS) with respect topUM is in PTIME in
the size of the data and the mapping; the problem of computingQtuple(DS) with
respect topUM is in PTIME in the size of the mapping and #P-complete in the size
of the data. �

Conditional mappings: In practice, our uncertainty is often conditioned. For ex-
ample, we may want to state thatdaytime-phone maps towork-phone with prob-
ability 60% if age ≤ 65, and maps tohome-phone with probability 90% ifage
> 65.

We define aconditional p-mappingas a setcpM = {(pM1,C1), . . . ,(pMn,Cn)},
where pM1, . . . , pMn are p-mappings, andC1, . . . ,Cn are pairwise disjoint condi-
tions. Intuitively, for eachi ∈ [1,n], pMi describes the probability distribution of pos-
sible mappings when conditionCi holds. Conditional mappings make more sense for
by-tuple semantics. The following theorem shows that the complexity results carry
over to such mappings.

Theorem 7.Let cpM be a conditional schema p-mapping betweenS̄ andT̄ . Let
DS be an instance of̄S. Let Q be an SPJ query over̄T . The problem of computing
Qtuple(DS) with respect tocpM is in PTIME in the size of the mapping and #P-
complete in the size of the data. �

3.6 Other Types of Approximate Schema Mappings

There have been various models proposed to capture uncertainty on mappings be-
tween attributes. (Gal et al, 2005b) proposes keeping the top-K mappings between
two schemas, each with a probability (between 0 and 1) of being true. (Gal et al,
2005a) proposes assigning a probability for matching of every pair of source and
target attributes. This notion corresponds to weighted correspondences described in
Section 3.4.

Magnani and Montesi (Magnani and Montesi, 2007) have empirically shown that
top-k schema mappings can be used to increase the recall of a data integration
process and Gal (Gal, 2007) described how to generate top-k schema matchings
by combining the matching results generated by various matchers. The probabilis-
tic schema mappings we described above are different as theycontain all possible
schema mappings that conform to the schema matching resultsand assigns proba-
bilities to these mappings to reflect the likelihood that each mapping is correct. Not-
telmann and Straccia (Nottelmann and Straccia, 2007) proposed generating proba-
bilistic schema matchings that capture the uncertainty on each matching step. The
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probabilistic schema mappings we create not only capture our uncertainty on re-
sults of the matching step, but also take into considerationvarious combinations of
attribute correspondences and describe adistributionof possible schema mappings
where the probabilities of all mappings sum up to 1.

There have also been work studying how to use probabilistic models to capture
uncertainty on mappings of schema object classes, such asDatabasePapers and
AIPapers. Query answering can take such uncertainty into consideration in com-
puting the coverage percentage of the returned answers and in ordering information
sources to maximize the likelihood of obtaining answers early. Specifically, con-
sider two object classesA andB. The goal of the probabilistic models is to capture
the uncertainty on whetherA maps toB. One method (Florescu et al, 1997) uses
probabilityP(B|A), which is the probability that an instance ofA is also an instance
of B. Another method (Magnani and Montesi, 2007) uses a tuple< A,B,R,P >,
whereR is a set of mutually exclusive relationships betweenA andB, andP is a
probability distribution overR. The possible relationships considered in this model
includeequivalent=, subset-subsumption⊂, superset-subsumption⊃, overlapping
∩, disjointness6 ∩, andincompatibility 6∼. In the relational model, an object class is
often represented using a relational table; thus, these probabilistic models focus on
mapping between tables rather than attributes in the tables.

4 Uncertainty in Mediated Schema

The mediated schema is the set of schema terms (e.g., relations, attribute names) in
which queries are posed. They do not necessarily cover all the attributes appearing
in any of the sources, but rather the aspects of the domain that are important for the
integration application. When domains are broad and there are multiple perspec-
tives on them (e.g., a domain in science that is constantly evolving), there will be
uncertainty about which is the correct mediated schema and about the meaning of
its terms. Also, when the mediated schema is created automatically by inspecting
the sources in a pay-as-you-go system, there will be uncertainty about the mediated
schema.

In this section we first motivate the need for probabilistic mediated schemas (p-
med-schemas) with an example (Section 4.1). In Section 4.2 we formally define
p-med-schemas and relate them with p-mappings in terms of expressive power and
semantics of query answering. Then in Section 4.3 we describe an algorithm for
creating a p-med-schema from a set of data sources. Finally,Section 4.4 gives an
algorithm for consolidating a p-med-schema into a single schema that is visible to
the user in a pay-as-you-go system.
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4.1 P-Med-Schema Motivating Example

Let us begin with an example motivating p-med-schemas. Consider a setting in
which we are trying to automatically infer a mediated schemafrom a set of data
sources, where each of the sources is a single relational table. In this context, the
mediated schema can be thought of as a “clustering” of sourceattributes, with sim-
ilar attributes being grouped into the same cluster. The quality of query answers
critically depends on the quality of this clustering. Because of the heterogeneity of
the data sources being integrated, one is typically unsure of the semantics of the
source attributes and in turn of the clustering.

Example 9.Consider two source schemas both describing people:

S1(name, hPhone, hAddr, oPhone, oAddr)
S2(name, phone, address)

In S2, the attributephone can either be a home phone number or be an office
phone number. Similarly,address can either be a home address or be an office
address.

Suppose we cluster the attributes of S1 and S2. There are multiple ways to cluster
the attributes and they correspond to different mediated schemas. Below we list a
few:

M1({name}, {phone, hPhone, oPhone}, {address, hAddr, oAddr})
M2({name}, {phone, hPhone}, {oPhone}, {address, oAddr}, {hAddr})
M3({name}, {phone, hPhone}, {oPhone}, {address, hAddr}, {oAddr})
M4({name}, {phone, oPhone}, {hPhone}, {address, oAddr}, {hAddr})
M5({name}, {phone}, {hPhone}, {oPhone}, {address}, {hAddr}, {oAddr})

None of the listed mediated schemas is perfect. SchemaM1 groups multiple at-
tributes from S1.M2 seems inconsistent becausephone is grouped withhPhone
while address is grouped withoAddress. SchemasM3,M4 andM5 are partially
correct but none of them captures the fact thatphone andaddress can be either
home phone and home address, or office phone and office address.

Even if we introduce probabilistic schema mappings, none ofthe listed mediated
schemas will return ideal answers. For example, usingM1 prohibits returning correct
answers for queries that contain bothhPhone andoPhone because they are taken
to be the same attribute. As another example, consider a query that containsphone
and address. Using M3 or M4 as the mediated schema will unnecessarily favor
home address and phone over office address and phone or vice versa. A system with
M2 will incorrectly favor answers that return a person’s home address together with
office phone number. A system withM5 will also return a person’s home address
together with office phone, and does not distinguish such answers from answers
with correct correlations.

A probabilistic mediated schema will avoid this problem. Consider a probabilis-
tic mediated schemaM that includesM3 andM4, each with probability 0.5. For each
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Possible Mapping Probability
{(name, name), (hPhone, hPPhone), (oPhone, oPhone),

(hAddr, hAAddr), (oAddr, oAddr)}
0.64

{(name, name), (hPhone, hPPhone), (oPhone, oPhone),
(oAddr, hAAddr), (hAddr, oAddr)}

0.16

{(name, name), (oPhone, hPPhone), (hPhone, oPhone),
(hAddr, hAAddr), (oAddr, oAddr)}

0.16

{(name, name), (oPhone, hPPhone), (hPhone, oPhone),
(oAddr, hAAddr), (hAddr, oAddr)}

0.04

(a)
Possible Mapping Probability

{(name, name), (oPhone, oPPhone), (hPhone, hPhone),
(oAddr, oAAddr), (hAddr, hAddr)}

0.64

{(name, name), (oPhone, oPPhone), (hPhone, hPhone),
(hAddr, oAAddr), (oAddr, hAddr)}

0.16

{(name, name), (hPhone, oPPhone), (oPhone, hPhone),
(oAddr, oAAddr), (hAddr, hAddr)}

0.16

{(name, name), (hPhone, oPPhone), (oPhone, hPhone),
(hAddr, oAAddr), (oAddr, hAddr)}

0.04

(b)
Answer Probability

(’Alice’, ’123-4567’, ’123, A Ave.’) 0.34
(’Alice’, ’765-4321’, ’456, B Ave.’) 0.34
(’Alice’, ’765-4321’, ’123, A Ave.’) 0.16
(’Alice’, ’123-4567’, ’456, B Ave.’) 0.16

(c)

Fig. 5 The motivating example: (a) p-mapping forS1 andM3, (b) p-mapping forS1 andM4, and
(c) query answers w.r.t.M andpM . Here we denote{phone, hPhone} by hPPhone, {phone,
oPhone} by oPPhone, {address, hAddr} by hAAddr, and{address, oAddr} by oAAddr.

of them and each source schema, we generate a probabilistic mapping (Section 3).
For example, the set of probabilistic mappingspM for S1 is shown in Figure 5(a)
and (b).

Now consider an instance ofS1 with a tuple

(’Alice’, ’123-4567’, ’123, A Ave.’,
’765-4321’, ’456, B Ave.’)

and a query

SELECT name, phone, address
FROM People

The answer generated by our system with respect toM andpM is shown in Fig-
ure 5(c). (As we describe in detail in the following sections, we allow users to com-
pose queries using any attribute in the source.) Compared with using one ofM2

to M5 as a mediated schema, our method generates better query results in that (1)
it treats answers with home address and home phone and answers with office ad-
dress and office phone equally, and (2) it favors answers withthe correct correlation
between address and phone number. �
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4.2 Probabilistic Mediated Schema

Consider a set of source schemas{S1, . . . ,Sn}. We denote the attributes in schema
Si , i ∈ [1,n], by attr(Si), and the set of all source attributes asA . That is,A =
attr(S1) ∪ . . . ∪ attr(Sn). We denote a mediated schema for the set of sources
{S1, . . . ,Sn} by M = {A1, . . . ,Am}, where each of theAi ’s is called amediated at-
tribute. The mediated attributes aresetsof attributes from the sources, i.e.,Ai ⊆ A ;
for eachi, j ∈ [1,m], i 6= j ⇒ Ai ∩A j = /0.

Note that whereas in a traditional mediated schema an attribute has a name, we
do not deal with naming of an attribute in our mediated schemaand allow users
to use any source attribute in their queries. (In practice, we can use the most fre-
quent source attribute to represent a mediated attribute when exposing the mediated
schema to users.) If a query contains an attributea ∈ Ai , i ∈ [1,m], then when an-
swering the query we replacea everywhere withAi .

A probabilistic mediated schemaconsists of a set of mediated schemas, each
with a probability indicating the likelihood that the schema correctly describes the
domain of the sources. We formally define probabilistic mediated schemas as fol-
lows.

Definition 11 (Probabilistic Mediated Schema).Let{S1, . . . ,Sn} be a set of schemas.
A probabilistic mediated schema (p-med-schema) for{S1, . . . ,Sn} is a set

M = {(M1,Pr(M1)), . . . ,(Ml ,Pr(Ml ))}

where

• for eachi ∈ [1, l ], Mi is a mediated schema forS1, . . . ,Sn, and for eachi, j ∈
[1, l ], i 6= j, Mi andM j correspond to different clusterings of the source attributes;

• Pr(Mi) ∈ (0,1], andΣ l
i=1Pr(Mi) = 1. �

Semantics of queries:Next we define the semantics of query answering with re-
spect to a p-med-schema and a set of p-mappings for each mediated schema in the
p-med-schema. Answering queries with respect to p-mappings returns a set of an-
swer tuples, each with a probability indicating the likelihood that the tuple occurs
as an answer. We consider by-table semantics here. Given a query Q, we compute
answers by first answeringQ with respect to each possible mapping, and then for
each answer tuplet summing up the probabilities of the mappings with respect to
which t is generated.

We now extend this notion for query answering that takes p-med-schema into
consideration. Intuitively, we compute query answers by first answering the query
with respect to each possible mediated schema, and then for each answer tuple
taking the sum of its probabilities weighted by the probabilities of the mediated
schemas.

Definition 12 (Query Answer).LetSbe a source schema andM = {(M1,Pr(M1)), . . . ,(Ml ,Pr(Ml ))}
be a p-med-schema. LetpM ={pM(M1), . . ., pM(Ml )} be a set of p-mappings
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wherepM(Mi) is the p-mapping betweenSandMi . Let D be an instance ofSandQ
be a query.

Let t be a tuple. LetPr(t|Mi), i ∈ [1, l ], be the probability oft in the answer ofQ
with respect toMi andpM(Mi). Let p = Σ l

i=1Pr(t|Mi) ∗Pr(Mi). If p > 0, then we
say(t, p) is a by-table answer with respect toM andpM .

We denote all by-table answers byQM ,pM (D). �

We say that query answersA1 andA2 areequal(denotedA1 = A2) if A1 andA2

contain exactly the same set of tuples with the same probability assignments.

Expressive power:A natural question to ask at this point is whether probabilistic
mediated schemas provide any added expressive power compared to deterministic
ones. Theorem 8 shows that if we considerone-to-manyschema mappings, where
one source attribute can be mapped to multiple mediated attributes, then any com-
bination of a p-med-schema and p-mappings can be equivalently represented using
a deterministic mediated schema with p-mappings, but may not be represented us-
ing a p-med-schema with deterministic schema mappings. Note that we can easily
extend the definition of query answers to one-to-many mappings as one mediated
attribute can correspond to no more than one source attribute.

Theorem 8 (Subsumption).The following two claims hold.

1. Given a source schema S, a p-med-schemaM , and a set of p-mappingspM
between S and possible mediated schemas inM , there exists a deterministic
mediated schema T and a p-mapping pM between S and T , such that∀D,Q :
QM ,pM (D) = QT,pM(D).

2. There exists a source schema S, a mediated schema T, a p-mapping pM between
S and T , and an instance D of S, such that for any p-med-schemaM and any
setm of deterministic mappings between S and possible mediated schemas inM ,
there exists a query Q such that QM ,m(D) 6= QT,pM(D). �

In contrast, Theorem 9 shows that if we restrict our attention to one-to-one map-
pings, then a probabilistic mediated schemadoesadd expressive power.

Theorem 9.There exists a source schema S, a p-med-schemaM , a set of one-
to-one p-mappingspM between S and possible mediated schemas inM , and an
instance D of S, such that for any deterministic mediated schema T and any
one-to-one p-mapping pM between S and T, there exists a queryQ such that,
QM ,pM (D) 6= QT,pM(D). �

Constructing one-to-many p-mappings in practice is much harder than constructing
one-to-one p-mappings. And, when we are restricted to one-to-one p-mappings, p-
med-schemas grant us more expressive power while keeping the process of mapping
generation feasible.
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4.3 P-med-schema Creation

We now show how to create a probabilistic mediated schemaM . Given source tables
S1, . . . ,Sn, we first construct the multiple schemasM1, . . . ,Mp in M , and then assign
each of them a probability.

We exploit two pieces of information available in the sourcetables: (1) pairwise
similarity of source attributes; and (2) statistical co-occurrence properties of source
attributes. The former will be used for creating multiple mediated schemas, and the
latter for assigning probabilities on each of the mediated schemas.

The first piece of information tells us when two attributes are likely to be simi-
lar, and is generated by a collection of schema matching modules. This information
is typically given by some pairwise attribute similarity measure, says. The simi-
larity s(ai ,a j) between two source attributesai anda j depicts how closely the two
attributes represent the same real-world concept.

The second piece of information tells us when two attributesare likely to be
different. Consider for example, source table schemas

S1: (name,address,email-address)
S2: (name,home-address)

Pairwise string similarity would indicate that attributeaddress can be similar to
bothemail-address andhome-address. However, since the first source table con-
tainsaddress andemail-address together, they cannot refer to the same concept.
Hence, the first table suggestsaddress is different fromemail-address, making it
more likely thataddress refers tohome-address.

Creating Multiple Mediated Schemas: The creation of the multiple mediated
schemas constituting the p-med-schema can be divided conceptually into three
steps. First, we remove infrequent attributes from the set of all source attributes;
that is, attribute names that do not appear in a large fraction of source tables. This
step ensures that our mediated schema contains only information that is relevant
and central to the domain. In the second step we construct a weighted graph whose
nodes are the attributes that survived the filter of the first step. An edge in the graph
is labeled with the pairwise similarity between the two nodes it connects. Finally,
several possible clusterings of nodes in the resulting weighted graph give the various
mediated schemas.

Algorithm 1 describes the various steps in detail. The inputis the set of source
schemas creatingS1, . . . ,Sn and a pairwise similarity functions, and the output is
the multiple mediated schemas inM . Steps 1–3 of the algorithm find the attributes
that occur frequently in the sources. Steps 4 and 5 constructthe graph of these
high-frequency attributes. We allow an errorε on the thresholdτ for edge weights.
We thus have two kinds of edges:certain edges, having weight at leastτ + ε, and
uncertain edges, having weight betweenτ − ε andτ + ε.

Steps 6-8 describe the process of obtaining multiple mediated schemas. Specif-
ically, a mediated schema inM is created for every subset of the uncertain edges.
For every subset, we consider the graph resulting from omitting that subset from
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0: Input : Source schemasS1, . . .,Sn.
Output : A set of possible mediated schemas.

1: ComputeA = {a1, . . . ,am}, the set of all source attributes;
2: for each ( j ∈ [1,m])

Compute frequencyf (a j) =
|{i∈[1,n]|a j∈Si}|

n ;
3: SetA = {a j | j ∈ [1,m], f (a j) ≥ θ}; //θ is a threshold
4: Construct a weighted graphG(V,E), where (1)V = A , and (2) for eacha j ,ak ∈A ,s(a j ,ak)≥

τ − ε , there is an edge(a j ,ak) with weights(a j ,ak);
5: Mark all edges with weight less thanτ + ε asuncertain;
6: for each (uncertain edgee= (a1,a2) ∈ E)

Removee from E if (1) a1 anda2 are connected by a path with only certain edges, or (2)
there existsa3 ∈ V, such thata2 anda3 are connected by a path with only certain edges and
there is an uncertain edge(a1,a3);

7: for each (subset of uncertain edges)
Omit the edges in the subset and compute a mediated schema where each connected compo-

nent in the graph corresponds to an attribute in the schema;
8: return distinct mediated schemas.

Algorithm 1: Generate all possible mediated schemas.

the graph. The mediated schema includes a mediated attribute for each connected
component in the resulting graph. Since, in the worst case, the number of resulting
graphs is exponential in the number of uncertain edges, the parameterε needs to be
chosen carefully. In addition, Step 6 removes uncertain edges that when omitted will
not lead to different mediated schemas. Specifically, we remove edges that connect
two nodes already connected by certain edges. Also, we consider only one among
a set of uncertain edges that connect a particular node with aset of nodes that are
connected by certain edges.

Probability Assignment: The next step is to compute probabilities for possible
mediated schemas that we have generated. As a basis for the probability assignment,
we first define when a mediated schema isconsistent witha source schema. The
probability of a mediated schema inM will be the proportion of the number of
sources with which it is consistent.

Definition 13 (Consistency).Let M be a mediated schema for sourcesS1, . . . ,Sn.
We sayM is consistent witha source schemaSi , i ∈ [1,n], if there is no pair of
attributes inSi that appear in the same cluster inM.

Intuitively, a mediated schema is consistent with a source only if it does not
group distinct attributes in the source (and hence distinctreal-world concepts) into
a single cluster. Algorithm 2 shows how to use the notion of consistency to assign
probabilities on the p-med-schema.
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0: Input: Possible mediated schemasM1, . . . ,Ml and source schemasS1, . . .,Sn.
Output: Pr(M1), . . . ,Pr(Ml ).

1: for each (i ∈ [1, l ])
Count the number of source schemas that are consistent withMi , denoted asci ;

2: for each (i ∈ [1, l ]) SetPr(Mi ) = ci

∑l
i=1 ci

.

Algorithm 2: Assign probabilities to possible mediated schemas.

0: Input: Mediated schemasM1, . . . ,Ml .
Output: A consolidated single mediated schemaT.

1: SetT = M1.
2: for (i = 2, . . . , l ) modify T as follows:
3: for each (attributeA′ in Mi )
4: for each (attributeA in T)
5: DivideA into A∩A′ andA−A′;
6: return T.

Algorithm 3: Consolidate a p-med-schema.

4.4 Consolidation

To complete the fully automatic setup of the data integration system, we consider
the problem of consolidating a probabilistic mediated schema into a single mediated
schema and creating p-mappings to the consolidated schema.We require that the
answers to queries over the consolidated schema be equivalent to the ones over the
probabilistic mediated schema.

The main reason to consolidate the probabilistic mediated schema into a single
one is that the user expects to see a single schema. In addition, consolidating to a
single schema has the advantage of more efficient query answering: queries now
need to be rewritten and answered based on only one mediated schema. We note
that in some contexts, it may be more appropriate to show the application builder
a set of mediated schemas and let her select one of them (possibly improving on it
later on).

Consolidating a p-med-schema: Consider a p-med-schemaM =
{(M1,Pr(M1)), . . . ,(Ml ,Pr(Ml ))}. We consolidateM into a single mediated
schemaT. Intuitively, our algorithm (see Algorithm 3) generates the “coarsest
refinement” of the possible mediated schemas inM such that every cluster in any
of theMi ’s is equal to the union of a set of clusters inT. Hence, any two attributes
ai anda j will be together in a cluster inT if and only if they are together in every
mediated schema ofM . The algorithm initializesT to M1 and then modifies each
cluster ofT based on clusters fromM2 to Ml .

Example 10.Consider a p-med-schemaM = {M1,M2}, whereM1 contains three at-
tributes{a1,a2,a3}, {a4}, and{a5,a6}, andM2 contains two attributes{a2,a3,a4}
and {a1,a5,a6}. The target schemaT would then contain four attributes:{a1},
{a2,a3}, {a4}, and{a5,a6}. �
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0: Input: SourceSwith p-mappingspM1, . . ., pMl for M1, . . . ,Ml .
Output: Single p-mappingpM betweenSandT.

1: For each i ∈ [1, l ], modify p-mapping pMi : Do the following for every possible mappingm
in pMi :

• For every correspondence(a,A) ∈ m between source attributea and mediated attributeA
in Mi , proceed as follows. (1) Find the set of all mediated attributesB in T such thatB⊂ A.
Call this setB. (2) Replace(a,A) in mwith the set of all(a,B)’s, whereB∈ B.

Call the resulting p-mappingpM′
i .

2: For each i ∈ [1, l ], modify probabilities in pM′
i : Multiply the probability of every schema

mapping inpM′
i by Pr(Mi), which is the probability ofMi in the p-med-schema. (Note that

after this step the sum of probabilities of all mappings inpM′
i is not 1.)

3: ConsolidatepM′
i ’s: Initialize pM to be an empty p-mapping (i.e., with no mappings). For each

i ∈ [1, l ], add pM′
i to pM as follows:

• For each schema mappingm in pM′
i with probability p: if m is in pM, with probability p′,

modify the probability ofm in pM to (p+ p′); if m is not in pM, then addm to pM with
probability p.

4: Return the resulting consolidated p-mapping,pM; the probabilities of all mappings inpM add
to 1.

Algorithm 4: Consolidating p-mappings

Note that in practice the consolidated mediated schema is the same as the mediated
schema that corresponds to the weighted graph with only certain edges. Here we
show the general algorithm for consolidation, which can be applied even if we do
not know the specific pairwise similarities between attributes.

Consolidating p-mappings: Next, we consider consolidating p-mappings speci-
fied w.r.t. M1, . . . ,Ml to a p-mapping w.r.t. the consolidated mediated schemaT.
Consider a sourceSwith p-mappingspM1, . . . , pMl for M1, . . . ,Ml respectively. We
generate a single p-mappingpM betweenS andT in three steps. First, we modify
each p-mappingpMi , i ∈ [1, l ], betweenS andMi to a p-mappingpM′

i betweenS
andT. Second, we modify the probabilities in eachpM′

i . Third, we consolidate all
possible mappings inpM′

i ’s to obtainpM. The details are specified in Algorithm 4.
as follows.

Note that the second part of Step 1 can map one source attribute to multiple me-
diated attributes; thus, the mappings in the resultpM are one-to-many mappings,
and so typically different from the p-mapping generated directly on the consoli-
dated schema. The following theorem shows that the consolidated mediated schema
and the consolidated p-mapping are equivalent to the original p-med-schema and
p-mappings.

Theorem 10 (Merge Equivalence).For all queries Q, the answers obtained by pos-
ing Q over a p-med-schemaM = {M1, . . . ,Ml} with p-mappings pM1, . . . , pMl is
equal to the answers obtained by posing Q over the consolidated mediated schema
T with consolidated p-mapping pM. �
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4.5 Other approaches

(He and Chang, 2003) considered the problem of generating a mediated schema
for a set of web sources. Their approach was to create a mediated schema that is
statistically maximallyconsistentwith the source schemas. To do so, they assume
that the source schemas are created by agenerative modelapplied to some mediated
schema, which can be thought of as a probabilistic mediated schema. (Some other
work, e.g. (He et al, 2004; He and Chang, 2006), , has considered correlations
for schema matching as well.) The probabilistic mediated schema we described in
this chapter has several advantages in capturing heterogeneity and uncertainty in
the domain. We can express a wider class of attribute clusterings, and in particular
clusterings that capture attribute correlations. Moreover, we are able to combine
attribute matching and co-occurrence properties for the creation of the probabilistic
mediated schema, allowing for instance two attributes fromone source to have a
nonzero probability of being grouped together in the mediated schema. Also, the
approach for p-med-schema creation described in this chapter is independent of
a specific schema-matching technique, whereas the approachin (He and Chang,
2003) is tuned for constructing generative models and hencemust rely on statistical
properties of source schemas.

(Magnani et al, 2005) proposed generating a set of alternative mediated schemas
based on probabilistic relationships betweenrelations (such as anInstructor re-
lation intersects with aTeacher relation but is disjoint with aStudent relation)
obtained by sampling the overlapping of data instances. Here we focus on match-
ing attributes within relations. In addition, our approachallows exploring various
types of evidence to improve matching and we assign probabilities to the mediated
schemas we generate.

(Chiticariu et al, 2008) studied the generation of multiplemediated schemas for
an existing set of data sources. They consider multi-table data sources, not consid-
ered in this chapter, but explore interactive techniques that aid humans in arriving at
the mediated schemas.

There has been quite a bit of work on automatically creating mediated schemas
that focused on the theoretical analysis of the semantics ofmerging schemas and the
choices that need to be made in the process (Batini et al, 1986; Buneman et al, 1992;
Hull, 1984; Kalinichenko, 1990; Miller et al, 1993; Pottinger and Bernstein, 2002).
The goal of these works was to make as many decisions automatically as possible,
but where some ambiguity arises, refer to input from a designer.

4.6 Conclusions

This chapter presented introduced the notion of a probabilistic mediated schema,
and provided algorithms for constructing them automatically by analyzing the
source schemas. This allows for automatically establishing a fairly advanced start-
ing point for data integration systems. We believe that the foundation of modeling
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uncertainty laid out here will also help pinpoint where human feedback can be most
effective in improving the semantic integration in the system. In the future, we shall
consider such improvement of data integration over time, aswell as extensions of
our techniques to deal with multiple-table sources.
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